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In praise of old problems 
 

John Beasley, September 2011 

 

This was intended to be a distillation of “Why I like old problems”, which I sent to the English-language Serbian 

magazine Mat Plus at the end of 1994, and “Quelques livres du 19ème siècle”, which I wrote as a special 

number of diagrammes in 1998.  However, it soon became clear that further material might usefully be added, 

and eventually I decided to rewrite from scratch.  There accordingly follow 36 problems, all from the nineteenth 

century or earlier, and each by a different composer.  They include lightweights which I have found charming 

despite their relative simplicity, slightly heavier problems with particularly amusing or piquant solutions, and 

full-scale blockbusters, and perhaps readers will prefer just to read the solutions rather than to spend time trying 

to solve (though I hope the layout will allow those who want to solve to hide the solution until they have done 

so).  The need to present a reasonably balanced selection has meant that one or two composers are represented 

by atypical works and many fine composers are not represented here at all, but I hope that everything that 

follows will give pleasure. 

 

For in truth, these problems, which we now see as “old”, were in their time very definitely “new”.  Most come 

from during or soon after the period when a “chess problem” was ceasing to be a superficially game-like position 

to be solved by a spectacular multiple-sacrifice combination featuring continual checks, and was turning into 

something much more subtle and delicate.  There had always been a small number of chess problems of the  

“pure puzzle” variety, bearing little or no resemblace to normal play - we shall see a few of them later on - but 

from the 1830s and 1840s the problem gradually became independent of the parent game, and this triggered     

an explosion of creative discovery;  composers entered the new field with enthusiasm, and brought a host           

of hitherto unrealised possibilities to light.  We now see this as the start of the chess problem’s golden age.  

Some of these early discoveries have never been surpassed, and even when richer and more complicated 

versions of an idea were to come to light in later years these early settings have a freshness which still appeals.  

 

 1 2 

 wdwdwdwd wIwHwdnd 
 dwdwdpdw dwdpdwhw 
 wdw!wdwg w0wiwdwd 
 dwdBdkdb dwdpdwGw 
 wdwdw)wd Rdwdw0wd 
 dwdwdwdP dwdNdwdQ 
 wdwdwIwd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw 

 Mate in 2 Mate in 2 

 

1 is by “J. B. of Bridport” (John Brown, 1827-1863).  I do not know where it first appeared, but it was reprinted 

in the book Chess strategy (1865) which was produced by his admirers in an attempt to raise funds for his 

widow.  The moves 1...Bxf4 and 1...f6 will create flight squares for the Black king and therefore need attention, 

so the key 1 Qe7 is not too difficult to find, but what a beautiful piece of construction it is:  the key gives two 

flights and makes no threat, we have seven different mating positions from only nine men (1...Kg6 2 Qxf7, 

1...Kxf4 2 Qf6, 1...f6 2 Qe4, 1...Bg7/Bf8/Bg5 2 Q(x)g5, 1...Bxf4 2 Be4, 1...Bg6 2 Qe5, and 1...Bg4/../Bd1       

2 Qxf7), the tactics are varied (in two lines Black’s king moves to a flight square, in three lines he moves a man 

to a square next to his king and so releases a White man from the duty of guarding this square, and in only two 

lines does he simply give up control of the mating square) and every Black move demands a specific White 

reply.  This is the classic waiting two-mover at its very best. 

 

In 1, only two variations out of seven featured a simple unguard of a mating square;  in 2 (P. H. Williams, British 

Chess Magazine, 1893, quoted by Brian Harley in Mate in two moves), there will be no such variations at all.  

The key is 1 Qh8, again waiting, and we have 1...Ne7 2 Bxf4, 1...N8~ 2 Qf8, 1...N7~ 2 Qe5, 1...b5 2 Ra6, 

1...d4 2 Rxd4, and 1...f3 2 Qh2.  All the variations apart from 1...Ne7 2 Bxf4 involve line openings;  the knight 

moves open gates for the White queen to pass through, the pawn moves open lines to the Black king. 
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 3 4 

 wdwdQdwd wdwgr4bd 
 dwdwdwdw dwHwdwdB 
 Bdw0wdwh wdwdwdwd 
 dwgNdwdw dw0wdwdQ 
 pdKdndrd wdpdwiwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdPdw 
 RdwHk0Pd wdwdPdK$ 
 dwdwdRdw dwHwdRGw 

 Mate in 2 Mate in 2 

 

In 3 (Henry W., Edgar, and Jacob Bettmann, Quebec Chronicle, 1882, quoted by Kenneth S. Howard in One 

hundred years of the American two-move chess problem), a move by the Black bishop or pawn will allow the 

White king to move and discover mate, the knight on e4 is pinned, but the rook and the other knight are free to 

move.  The key 1 Qh5 pins the rook and ties the knight on h6 to its defence, but it unpins the knight on e4, and is 

not 1...Nxd2 a double check?  Indeed it is, but it pins this knight, and 2 Kc3 is mate;  and it is soon seen that 

K(x)c3 is also mate after the knight’s other moves. 

 

4 (T. Taverner, Dubuque Chess Journal, 1889, quoted by Laurent Joudon and Claude Wiedenhoff in Problèmes 

à clé brillante, a special number of diagrammes) features the “organ pipes” originally exploited by Sam Loyd.  

The Black BRRB are needed to guard h4, e3, f5, and d5, and any move to e7/f7/e6/f6 will cut one of their lines 

and allow the corresponding mate;  indeed, the only Black moves which do him no harm are 1...Bg5 and 1...Re3.  

So the key is 1 Rh1, getting out of the way and allowing the lines 1...Bg5 2 Qh2 and 1...Re3 2 Bh2. 

 

 5 6 

 w4wdbdwd Qdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dw)w)pdk 
 nHw$pdwd wdwdw0wd 
 Hwiwdwdw dwdwdNdP 
 wdw0wdpI wdwdwdwd 
 )wdwdwGw dwdwdwIw 
 w!w)wdw0 wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwgR dwdwdwdw 

 Mate in 2 Mate in 2 (a) as set, (b) without the pawn on f7 

 

As we have just seen, even a key as spectacular as that of 4 is not hard for an experienced solver to find, because 

he looks for the Black moves for which no reply is set and then works out how to deal with them.  5 (Gustaf   

von Düben, British Chess Magazine, 1890, quoted by Jiří Veselý, Jan Kalendovský, and Bedrich Formánek in 

Malá encyklopedie šachu) shows how composers countered this.  Here, Black has no good move at all (1...d3 

allows 2 Qe5, 1...Bf2/Be3 allows 2 Rc1, and if he tries 1...Bb5 to keep an eye on d7/c6/a4 he allows the elegant 

reply 2 Nb3 shutting off the queen, since her guard of b5 is no longer necessary).  So all White has to do is to 

preserve all this and wait for Black to commit suicide, but we soon see that he cannot;  every move either 

exposes his king to check or spoils one of the set mates in another way (for example, 1 d3 Be3 and the mating 

square is guarded).  The answer is 1 a4, disturbing three of the set mates but providing four new mates instead of 

them.  1...Bb5 is now met by the simple recapture 2 Qxb5, and 1...d3 by 2 Qc3 instead of the pass-through move 

2 Qe5, but 1...Nc7/Nb4, previously met by 2 Q(x)b4, are now differentiated:  1...Nc7 is met by 2 Qa3, and 

1...Nb4 by 2 Nb3.  The way in which this attractive shut-off, no longer needed to meet 1...Bb5, recurs after a 

different Black move, is particularly pleasant.  Problems of this kind, where Black has no good move but any 

White move disturbs something, were to become very popular in the next century. 

 

To round off the two-movers, a twin.  In 6 (A. Townsend, Gentleman’s Journal, 1870, quoted by Barry Barnes 

in Pick of the best chess problems), we need to relieve the stalemate and gain control of h7, and the ways to do 

so are in (a) 1 e8N K~ 2 Nxf6 and in (b) 1 e8B K~ 2 Bg6:  two underpromotion keys, ingeniously and elegantly 

differentiated.  The pawn on c7 does nothing in part (a), but it is needed in (b) to prevent cooks by Qa7/Qb7. 
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 7 8 9 

 wdwdwdwd wdwdwdwd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw 
 wdwdwdwd wdwIwdwd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dw$wdwdw dwdwdwdB 
 wdKdwdwd wdwdwdwd wdwdwdwI 
 iwHRdwdw dw)kdwdw dwdwGRdw 
 wdwdwdwd wdwdw!wd wdwdwdw0 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdk 

 Mate in 3 Mate in 3 Mate in 3 

 

7 (Joseph A. Potter, quoted in 1868 by E. B. Cook, W. R. Henry, and C. A. Gilberg in American chess nuts) 

makes a gentle introduction to the three-movers.  It is soon seen that we cannot allow Black to play 1...Kb2,    

but 1 Rd2 will give stalemate, so the knight must do the job and the “wouldn’t it be nice if” move is the sacrifice 

1 Na4+.  We duly find 1...Kxa4 2 Kc5 Ka5 3 Ra3 and 1...Ka2 2 Rd1 Ka3 3 Ra1, and now we see why 1 Nd1 

wouldn’t have worked.  Problems like this may be simple, but they have a charm which more full-blooded affairs 

often lack, and since the Black king will be forced to move anyway the checking start hardly seems a blemish 

(indeed, it gives the Black king two moves whereas before he had only one, and even if White’s first move is a 

check we may note that neither of his second moves is). 

 

8 (Frank Healey, Illustrated London News, 1858, quoted by Brian Harley in Mate in three moves) is one of the 

all-time stunners.  The retreating key 1 Kd7 seems completely pointless, and not until we see 1...Ke4 2 Rd5 do 

we realise its purpose:  Black is now allowed and indeed forced to play 2...Kxd5, and 3 Qd4 is mate.  Healey is 

best known for his “Bristol” problem, in which a White rook buries itself at the end of a line so as to make space 

for another man to move along the same line, but that problem is relatively untidy in construction and I had no 

hesitation in choosing 8 to represent him here. 

 

9, by Josef Kling, was shown to me many years ago by D. J. Morgan, and I subsequently found it in his 1849 

book The Chess Euclid.  Without the rook, White would have a mate in one, so all we have to do is to get rid of 

it:  1 Rf1+ Kg2 2 Rh1 Kxh1 3 Bf3. 

 

 10a 10b 11 

 wdwdwdwi wdwdwdwG wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwIw0p dwdwdwdw 0kdBdwdw 
 wdwdwdwH wdwdwdwd pdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw dwIw0wdw 
 wdwdwdwd wdwdwdwd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw Hwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw 
 wdwdwdwd p0wIwdwd wdwdQdwd 
 Gwdwdwdw iwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw 

 Mate in 3 Mate in 3 Mate in 3 

 

I first met 10 in C. H. O’D. Alexander’s book Chess, where I remember it as appearing without attribution, but      

I am sure I have seen 10a attributed to A. V. Galitzky, Shakhmatny zhurnal, 1897, and Paul Valois tells me that 

the recent book on Galitzky by Urusov and Fomichev attributes the twin setting to him in Shakhmatny zhurnal, 

1900.  10a yields to 1 Bf6 gxf6 2 Kf8 f5 3 Nf7, and the rotated position 10b to 1 Kc3 b1Q 2 Nc2+ Qxc2+         

3 Kxc2 (other promotions give no trouble).  Mates with a lone knight or a lone bishop are always piquant, and 

rarely have they been so felicitously combined. 

 

The key to 11 (Otto Wurzburg, Bahn Frei, 1895, quoted by H. von Gottschall in Schachaufgaben IV) is 1 Bh3, 

with the idea of 2 Qg4 and mate on c8 or d7 as required.  The only move not to yield to this is 1...a5, and now 

comes the star line 2 Qa6+ Kxa6 3 Bc8.  Von Gottschall quotes this with an extra pawn on g5, this apparently 

being the original setting, but it is not needed and the problem is normally quoted without it. 
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 12 13 14   

 wdwGwdwd Kdwdwdwd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwGwdwdw dwdw0wIw 
 wdP0wdBd pdw0wdwd w0wdpdwd 
 dKdwiwdw dPiwhwdw dP0wdwdw 
 wdwdwdwd Qdwdwdwd wdkdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw 0wdwHwdw dwdwdQdw 
 wdNdwdNd wdBdwdwd wdw)P)wd 
 dwdwdwdw dndwdwdw dwdwdwdR 

 Mate in 3 Mate in 3 Mate in 3 

 

Valentin Marin’s 12 appeared in 1895 as an example in the second edition of Jean Préti’s introductory treatise 

ABC des échecs.  The Black king has no exit towards the top of the board, and it is therefore surprising that the 

key 1 Nd4 not only sacrifices one of White’s few pieces but replaces the dead-end flight on e6 by one which 

appears to lead towards open country.  However, this road to freedom is illusory, because 1...Kxd4 is met by     

2 Bf6+ Kd5 3 Nf4.  If instead Black takes his other flight, 1...Kd5, 2 Nf3 rescues the knight and forces 2...Ke6, 

and 3 Nf4 is again mate though this time the dark-square bishop guards two quite different squares;  if Black 

moves his pawn, 1...d5, 2 Be7 forces the capture of the knight, 2...Kxd4, and 3 Bf6 is mate. 

 

There are several reasons why I like this problem.  It is light and airy in setting, the key makes no threat, two of 

White’s three second moves are not checks, and in every case Black is “only just” mated (each square in his 

king’s field is either commanded by a single White man or blocked by one of his own men, no square being 

doubly guarded or both guarded and blocked, and every White man apart from perhaps the king or the pawn is 

needed to take part in the mate).  We have already seen several such mates, and we shall see more;  they always 

embellish a problem, not least because the absence of unnecessary guards means that the mating positions tend 

to be unusually delicate. 

 

13 (by Josef Pospíšil, quoted in his 1887 book České úlohy šachové) is another problem where Black is “only 

just” mated in the main lines.  Black’s move ...a2 can hardly do him any harm, so we need to make a threat, and 

a natural try is 1 Kb7 threatening 2 Bb6 mate:  no, 1...d5, and 2 Bb6+ will be met by 2...Kd6.  The actual key is 

1 Bd8 threatening 2 Kb7, since 2...d5 can now be met by 3 Be7, and Black has three main defences (the knight 

on e5 is tied to the defence of c4, and if 1...d5 then 2 Be7+ Kb6 3 Nd5).  He can try 1...axb5 attacking the 

queen, but White can play 2 Qa7+, when 2...Kc6 3 Qc7 is routine but 2...Kb4 forces the curious “only just” 

mate 3 Ba5;  he can try 1...Nc3 again attacking the queen, but White can reply by the spectacular sacrifice          

2 Qd4+ with another “only just” mate after 2...Kxd4 3 Bb6 (if instead 2...Kxb5 then 3 Qb6);  or he can try 

1...Nd2 intending 2...Nc4 guarding b6, but White has 2 Qxa3+ Kxb5 3 Ba4 echoing the first line in essentials if 

not quite in exact placement of the pieces (or 2...Kd4 3 Bb6).  Echoes where the mates take place on squares of 

different colour are particularly attractive. 

 

14 (Johann Berger, Frankfurter Zeitung, 1887, quoted by Evgeny Umnov in Shakhmatnaya zadacha XIX veka) 

looks as if it might be a waiter, and indeed it is.  Try 1...Kxb5/Kb4 for Black:  no, 2 Rb1+ Ka~ 3 Qa8, or 2...Kc4 

3 Qd3/Qe4.  Try 1...e5:  no, 2 Rb1 threatening 3 Qd3/Qe4, and if 2...Kd4 then 3 Qd3.  This leaves only 1...Kd4, 

and the need to provide for this without disturbing anything else might perhaps lead the solver to try 1 Rf1 

(1...Kd4 2 Qd3+ Ke5 3 f4).  It is one of the more celebrated problem keys, but I would expect an experienced 

solver to get there sooner rather than later by arguing as above (he might also look rather suspiciously at the 

White king, since if it were genuinely going to do nothing we would expect it to be placed right out of the way 

on say h8, and on g7 it will have something to do only if the Black king moves to e5 in the course of the 

solution). 
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 15 16 17 

 wdwdwdwd wdwIwdwd ndwdwdwI 
 dwdwdwdw dwdBdwdN dwgwdwdw 
 w0wIwdwG ndw0N0wd w0QdwHpd 
 dpdBdPdw dw0kdpdw dwdwibdw 
 k)wdwdwd wdpgwGpd wdwdwdwd 
 )wdwdQdw dwhwdw!w dPdwGwdw 
 wdwdPdwd wdPdwdwd wdwdwdP) 
 drdwdwdw dwdw$wdw dwdwdwdw 

 Mate in 3 Mate in 3 Mate in 3 

 

15 is by C. A. L. Bull (Illustrated London News, 1887, quoted by D. G. McIntyre in Sonatas in chess).  The 

Black rook is tied to the defence of b3, so only 1...Rb2 and 1...Rxb4 need attention, and in due course we see 

that 1...Rxb4 can be met by 2 Bb3+ with the attractive mates 2...Rxb3 2 Qa8 and 2...Kxa3 3 Bc1.  These will 

surely form part of the solution, in which case we must provide for 1...Rb2 without disturbing them, and after 

greater or lesser effort we find that 1 Ke7 Rb2 2 Be6 is the way to do it;  the White king is shielded from check, 

and Black cannot prevent mate on a8.  But, from a first glance at the diagram, would you have guessed that Ke7 

would be the only move to force mate in three? 

 

16 (J. G. Campbell, English Problem Tourney, 1862, quoted in Problèmes à clé brillante) is another problem 

where only one Black move needs attention.  The knight on a6 is tied to the defence of c7;  any move by the 

other knight apart from ...Ne4 will allow mate from g2;  any bishop move apart from ...Be5 will allow mate by 

Nxf6;  and if Black plays 1...Be5, 2 Rd1+ will force mate next move.  But even with this clearing away of the 

undergrowth, the solution 1 Rc1 Ne4 2 Qb3 is not easy to spot.  White now threatens mate on b7, and if 2...cxb3 

then 3 c4 is mate.  Superficially, White’s first move is reminiscent of that in 14, but this is much the harder 

problem of the two;  the solver has to find a difficult White second move to give a reason for his apparently 

pointless first move, and this second move is not even physically possible in the diagram position. 

 

Campbell (1830-1891) has not been too well served by his fellow-countrymen.  He was one of the strongest 

London players of his time and a leading problemist, many of whose works were quoted by J. and W. T. Pierce 

in their 1876 book English chess problems, but a full or reasonably full collection of his problems was not to 

appear until 1912, and then only in Germany.  More recently, Michael McDowell has written about him in the 

Serbian magazine Mat Plus Review, which, if not in England, has at least been in English;  but it is a pity that he 

has not yet been properly honoured in the literature of his own country. 

 

I have left 17 (Bedřich Frohmann, Arat Om, 1888, quoted in České úlohy šachové) until last among the three-

movers, because it combines attractive mates and logical play in a way that very few problems contrive to do.  

This time the key 1 Bc1 makes a threat, 2 Bb2+ Kf4 3 Qc1, but it is an “only just” mate and any move by the 

bishop on f5 will defeat it by vacating this square.  However, any such move also opens the line d5-g5, and a 

nondescript move such as 1...Bd3 allows 2 Qd5+ Kxf6 3 Bg5 exploiting this line-opening.  Black can attempt to 

improve on this by playing his bishop to guard d5, but by doing so he will block e6 or e4 and allow two more 

“only just” mates:  1...Be6 2 Qc3+ Kf5 3 g4 and 1...Be4 2 Ng4+ Kf5 3 Qd7.  There are a few mopping-up lines:  

if after 1...Be6 2 Qc3+ Black tries 2...Kd6, White mates by Ba3;  if Black plays 1...Bd6 for 2 Bb2+ Ke6,    

White has 3 Qd7;  and if Black takes the flight given by the key, 1...Kd4, White mates by 2 Qd5+ and 3 Qc4.  

But the four “only just” mates in the main lines, held together as they are by beautifully logical and harmonious 

play, leave an unforgettable impression. 

 

Readers may wonder how an 1888 problem could have been quoted in an 1887 book.  The answer is that the 

book bears no publisher’s date, and the date 1887 is that of Antonín Kvičala’s foreword (“December 1887” to be 

precise);  furthermore, the problem is not one of the 320 examples in the main part of the book, but has been 

squeezed in right at the end.  I imagine, therefore, that the book did not appear from the printer until well into 

1888, and that the author, having spotted or been alerted to this lovely problem in the meantime, took the 

opportunity to insert it in proof.  I would have done the same. 
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 18 19 

 wdwGBdwI wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdp dwdwdwdw 
 wdwdwdwi wdwiwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw )Bdwdwdw 
 wdwdwdwd w)wdwdwI 
 dwdwdPdp dPdwdwdw 
 wdwdwdw) wGwdw)wd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdw$wdw 

 Mate in 4 Mate in 4 

 

Adolf Anderssen became famous by winning the 1851 London tournament, but in his youth he was better known 

as a problemist.  His 1842 book Aufgaben für Schachspieler contained no fewer than sixty of his compositions, 

one of them being 18.  The solution 1 Bh5 Kxh5 2 Kg7 h6 3 Kf6 Kh4 4 Kg6 is not particularly difficult, but it 

was neatly done, and the masking of a line-moving piece to relieve stalemate, forcing the Black king to move on 

to its line so that mate could be discovered next move, was a tactic that composers were to exploit many times in 

the future. 

 

19 (by G. J. Slater, quoted in English chess problems) is another problem in which the Black king will be gently 

guided into place.  The first move 1 Re8 prepares the ground for 1...Kc7 2 Be5+ Kb7 3 Bb8 Ka8 4 Bc6, one of 

the neater ways of forcing the king into the corner, and if instead 1...Kd5 then 2 Be5 Ke4 3 Be2 with 3...Kf5     

4 Bd3 and 3...Kd5 4 Bf3. 

 

 20 21 

 wdwdwdwd Bdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw 
 wdwdw0pd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwiw dwdwdwdw 
 wdwdwdpd wdwdwdN0 
 dwdwdwIw dwdwIwdw 
 wdwdwdwd wdwdPdwd 
 dwdwdwdQ dwdwHwiw 

 Mate in 4 Mate in 4 

 

In 20 (C. C. W. Mann, Deutsche Schachzeitung, 1893, quoted by Emil Palkoska in Idea a ekonomie v šachové 

úloze), any Black move will allow immediate mate (1...Kf5 2 Qd5, 1...f5 2 Qh4), but as in 5 White has no simple 

waiting move, and he must start by playing 1 Qa8.  This preserves the mating reply to 1...Kf5 and allows 1...f5 

to be met by 2 Qd8+ Kh~ 3 Qh8+ Kg5 4 Qh4 restoring the previous mate, but what about 1...Kh~?  Ah, 2 Qh8+ 

Kg5 3 Qh1 returning to the diagram position with Black to play;  a triangulation in the grand manner. 

 

21 (W. A. Shinkman, Deutsche Schachzeitung, 1893, quoted in Problèmes à clé brillante) is a problem with 

more to it than at first meets the eye.  “Wouldn’t it be nice if” might perhaps lead us to try 1 Bh1 and once we 

find 1...Kxh1 2 Kf2 h3 3 Kf1 h2 4 Nf2 we are reasonably confident that we are on the right track, but there is 

still work to be done.  1...Kf1 gives no trouble (2 Nf3 with mate next move), but 1...h3 demands the less obvious 

second sacrifice 2 Bg2.  If Black takes, 2...hxg2, we have 3 Nf3+ with either 3...Kf1 4 Nh2 or 3...Kh1 4 Nf2;   

if Black plays 2...h2 we have 3 Ne5 h1~ 4 Nf3. 
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 22 22a 

 whwdwdwd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwIw dwdwdwIw 
 wdwdwdNd ndwdwdNd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw 
 w)wdkdpH w)wdkdpH 
 dwdwdwdP dwdwdwdP 
 n0w!wdwd w0w!wdwd 
 drdwdwdw drdwdwdw 

 Mate in 4 Mate in 4 

 

In 22, by Jiří Chocholouš (Bohemian Chess Association Tourney, 1891, quoted in Malá encyklopedie šachu), 

the key 1 Nf5 gives the Black king two flight squares, but it threatens 2 Qe2+ with mate next move (2...Kxf5      

3 Qe5/Qg4, 2...Kd5 3 Nge7), the capture 1...Kxf5 allows immediate mate by 2 Qd5, and the other king move 

1...Kf3 allows mate in two by 2 Ngh4+ Ke4 3 Qd4.  The main lines are 1...Nxb4 2 Qe3+ Kd5 3 Nge7+ Kc4      

4 Nd6, 1...Re1 2 Qd4+ Kf3 3 Ngh4+ Ke2 4 Ng3 echoing this, and 1...gxh3 2 Nd6+ Kf3 3 Ne5+ Kg3 4 Nf5;    

in each case, Black, in parrying the threat, weakens himself in the slightest possible way, by blocking a square no 

fewer than three squares distant from his king, and White exploits this by an “only just” mate.  Unfortunately 

there is a fourth defence requiring a full-length reply, 1...Nc1, and although this reply is not hard to find (2 Kf7 

threatening 3 Qe3+ etc, and if 2...Kf3 then 3 Ngh4+) it is a little untidy and lacks the “only just” elegance of the 

other lines.  Looking at the problem some years ago to see if anything could be done about this, I found with the 

aid of computer testing that this line could be removed, and the problem made one piece lighter, by replacing the 

two Black knights by a single knight at a6 (see 22a).  Now the only moves requiring a full-length reply by White 

are 1...Nxb4, 1...Re1, and 1...gxh3, and the three “only just” lines stand out in sharp relief. 

 

Is it ethical to “improve” somebody else’s problem in this way?  I would say emphatically Yes provided that it 

done with proper respect, which means (a) acknowledging that the original composer might not have thought the 

change an improvement and (b) also acknowledging any help that the computer may have given.  Here, assuming 

that the composer would indeed have thought the problem better without the line 1...Nc1, he could certainly have 

found the new version himself had computer testing been available to him, because it would have been simply a 

matter of setting up each alternative trial version in turn and hitting a button;  there would have been no need   

for the hours of tedious and error-prone testing by hand that would actually have been required in his day.        

We really have had things made very easy for us. 

 

According to my dictionary, “chocholouš” is a crested lark. 
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 23 24 25 

 wdwdwdwd wdwdwdbd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwIpiw dwdwdwdw 
 wdwdwdwd wdwdw4wd wdBdNdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw dwdr0wdw 
 wdwiPdNd wdwGwdPd wdwdkdwI 
 dPdNdBdw dwdwdwdR dwdwdwdQ 
 wIPdwdwd wdwdwdwd wdrdwdPh 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw dbdNdwdw 

 Mate in 5 Mate in 5 Mate in 5 

 

Auguste d’Orville (1804-1864) was one of the first composers who openly and unashamedly acknowledged the 

chess problem as something different from the parent game.  In the introduction to his 1842 book Problèmes 

d’échecs, he wrote as follows (my translation):  “In offering this little work to lovers of Chess, my intention is 

not to show moves immediately applicable to ordinary play, but solely to present problems, which I have amused 

myself by composing during my hours of leisure, and whose aim will be accomplished if they contribute also to 

the amusement of those who honour them with their attention.”  The matter has never been better put. 

 

Many of d’Orville’s problems were no more than refined versions of the primitive multiple-sacrifice problem 

with continual checks, but he was also a master of lightweight king-piloting, and 23 (Le Palamède, 1837) shows 

him at his best:  1 Nge5 Ke3 2 c3 Kd2 3 Nc4+ Kxd3 4 b4 Kxc4 5 Be2.  This little gem, which appeared barely 

a year after his first published problem, has been repeatedly quoted down the years.  We may notice, as with 

several of the lighter problems in this selection, that not only is the mate an “only just” mate but that every man 

still on the board takes part in it. 

 

We must include something by Sam Loyd, the one problem composer of whom nearly every chess player has 

heard, and 24, from American chess nuts, shows him at his impish best.  1 Bxf6+ certainly wins, but it doesn’t 

force mate in five, and surely 1 Rh6 doesn’t even win?  White will be left with only a bishop and a pawn against 

the same, the bishops run on squares of different colour, and this would normally be a recipe for the deadest of 

draws.  Not here, however:  1...Kxh6 2 Kxf6 Kh7 (2...Bh7 allows immediate mate) 3 g5 Kh8 4 g6 with 4...fxg6 

5 Kxg6 or 4...Bh7 5 Kxf7.  If instead 1...Bh7 then 2 g5 Kh8 (best) 3 Bxf6+, and White will mate on h8 as soon 

as the bishop moves out of the way.  The forced mate with K + B + P against the same had been shown in an 

endgame study by Horwitz in 1857, but the earlier stages of that study had an unavoidable imprecision in the 

play, and their replacement by a rook sacrifice converted it into a striking problem. 

 

In 25 (J. Kohtz and C. Kockelkorn, French Problem Tourney, 1865, quoted in their book 101 Ausgewählte 

Schachaufgaben), Black’s knight is tied to the defence of f3, and his rook, needing to guard both c3 and f2, is 

likewise tied down.  This leaves only Black’s bishop free to move, and a little imagination may lead us to the 

amusing solution 1 Kh5 threatening 2 Kh6 threatening 3 Kh7 threatening 4 Kh8 threatening 5 Qh7.  Black can 

disturb this only by playing his bishop round to e2 threatening ...BxN or his rook to f2 or g2 threatening a check, 

and in each case the knight on d1 will have a mate. 
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 26 27 28 

 wdwdwdwg wdwdwdwd ndwdwdwi 
 dwdNdwdb dwdwdN0w dw0wHw0r 
 w0wdp$pd wdwIwiPd p0P0wdwg 
 dNdpdwdr dwdwdwdP dPdPdw0w 
 wdw$pdwd wdwdpdBd wdwdNdPd 
 0wdpdwdw dwdw)wdw dwdpdP$K 
 Kdwiw)wd wdwdwdwd wdw)wdP) 
 dQdwdwdn dwdwdwdw dwdQdwdw 

 Mate in 5 Mate in 6 Mate in 6 

 

Would you care to place a bet on the square from which the principal mate will be given in Philipp Klett’s 26 

(English Problem Tourney, 1866, quoted in his book Schachprobleme)? 

 

Play starts 1 Nc3 with various threats of which the simplest is 2 Qd1+ Kxc3 3 Ra4 with mate next move, and the 

capture 1...Kxc3 is the only reply to cause White any real trouble.  The obvious continuation is 2 Qe1+, since 

2...Kxd4 and 2...d2 both allow mate next move, but Black also has 2...Kc2 and White will have no way through.  

The true continuation is the remarkable 2 Ne5 destroying the mate set for 2...Kxd4, but if we follow it through 

we find 3 Qb4+ Kxe5 4 f4+ with 4...exf3 5 Qf4 or 4...Kxf6 5 Qf8;  White has sacrificed both knights and both 

rooks, and mated from a most unlikely square with just his queen and a pawn left.  2 Ne5 threatens mate by        

3 Qc1+ Kxd4 4 Nb6, and if Black takes the offered knight, 2...Rxe5, White has 3 Qe1+ Kc2 4 Rf7/Rf8 and mate 

on the c-file.  An immediate 2 Qe1+ Kc2 3 Rf8 wouldn’t have worked because Black could play 3...Bxd4, but 

now the move of Black’s rook to e5 has blocked the bishop’s line. 

 

I was once told (I think by David Hooper, though I don’t know what his source was) that some of Klett’s 

problems were so difficult that none of his contemporaries could solve them.  Perhaps this was one such.             

I certainly cannot claim to have solved it myself (I came to it having seen another problem which strongly 

suggested Nc3 as the first move, so in effect I was attacking it only as a four-mover, and I do not mention 

2...Rxe5 in my 1979 book on Klett and fear I was so blinded by the stunning main line that I may have 

overlooked it).  More generally, though I successfully solved most of Klett’s problems in the years up to 1979,    

I failed on some half-dozen or so.  However, I have always been some way short of the highest class as a solver;  

a comparison between the performances of John Nunn and myself in two solving tourneys in 1978 suggested that 

he could calculate at least three times as quickly as I could and that he made fewer mistakes, and the true 

disparity was probably somewhat greater.  On this slender evidence, and given evening solving at leisure rather 

than timed solving in competition, I would expect the best modern solvers to get any Klett problem out sooner or 

later, though whether they would willingly give up the time involved is perhaps another matter. 

 

Klett composed no six-movers (at least there are none in Schachprobleme), and perhaps it is as well.  27, which   

I saw many years ago in Leonard Barden’s column in The Guardian, is an 1881 six-mover by D. Y. Mills, whom 

I take to be the former Scottish champion of that name though his obituary in the British Chess Magazine made 

no mention of any composing activity.  It shows a round-the-houses excursion followed by the line-obscuring 

tactic of Anderssen’s 18, spiced by a neat opening move which deliberately goes one square too far so as to lose 

a tempo and get the parity right:  1 Bd1 Kf5 2 Be2 Kf6 3 Ba6 Kf5 4 Bc8+ Kf6 5 Kd7 Kf5 6 Ke7.  In the days 

when I was writing “In the Library” for The Problemist, I noticed that Leonard frequently quoted material from 

my column in his;  when quoting 27 in Mat Plus, I wrote that it was pleasant to repay the compliment. 

 

28 (Emile Pradignat, quoted in his 1883 book 101 Problèmes d’échecs), if hardly a lightweight, is at least light-

hearted.  White cannot allow Black to advance the pawn on g7 and disentangle himself, and 1 Ng6+ will let the 

king out of the corner.  This leaves only 1 Qa1 pinning the pawn, and after 1...a5 how is White to break through?  

He arranges for Black to open a line for him:  2 Qd4 a4 3 Nc3 a3 4 Nb1 a2 5 Qa1 axb1~ 6 Qxa8. 
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  29 

  kdwIwdwd 
  dw$wdwdw 
  w4wdwdwd 
  dPdwdwdw 
  wdwdwdQd 
  dwdwdwdw 
  wdwdwdwd 
  dwdwdBGw 

  Mate in 5 with the pawn, 

  without promoting it or capturing the rook 

 

I first met 29 (Julius Mendheim, Taschenbuch für Schachfreunde, 1814) in one of Ken Whyld’s Christmas and 

New Year greetings booklets.  He used to collect things which had taken his fancy, photocopy them, and send 

them round to his friends, and this time he chose J. W. Allen’s articles on problem history which had appeared in 

the British Chess Magazine around 1909.  Thinking 29 might be suitable as the off-beat item in a solving contest        

I was due to organise, I gave it my usual ration of time, failed, looked up the answer, thought I had been blind, 

and used it anyway.  In the event, it defeated every solver bar one, giving yet another example of the way in 

which lightweight single-line problems can create unexpected havoc in solving competitions.  The start 1 Qc8+ 

Rb8 is simple enough, but now comes the difficult move:  2 Ke7.  Black must capture the queen, 2...Rxc8, and 

there follows 3 Bg2+ Kb8 4 Ba7+ Kxc7 5 b6.  It all hangs together quite beautifully. 

 

 30 31 

 kdwdwdwd wdwdwdwi 
 0wdQ$wdw dwdwdwdp 
 PdKdwdwd wdw!wdp) 
 dPdwdwdw dwdwdw)w 
 wdwdwdwd wGwdwIw) 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw 
 wdwdwdwd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw 

 Mate in 10 with the pawn on b5, Mate in 10 with the pawn on g5, 

 without capturing the Black pawn without capturing either Black pawn 

 

30 is from Lucena’s book of 1497, the 150 positions in which were transcribed by Ken Whyld for the British 

Chess Problem Society.  Long-range conditional problems like this are primarily exercises in logical deduction 

and the play usually admits minor variations, but this hardly detracts from the enjoyment.  If we cannot capture 

the Black pawn, we must get it out of the way by forcing it to make some captures itself, and it is soon seen that 

we must prepare the second capture before letting it make the first:  1 Re4 (or Re1/../Re3) Kb8 2 Ra4 Ka8         

3 Ra5 Kb8 4 Qc7+ Ka8 5 Qb6 axb6 6 a7 bxa5 7 Kb6 a4 8 Ka6 a3 9 b6 a2 10 b7, and White has just mated in 

time.  The problem has often been quoted as a mate in nine with the rook already on e4 and the Black king on 

b8, thus cutting out the alternatives at White’s first move, but this is the original setting. 

 

31 shows a later development of 30.  It is quoted in Alexandre’s Collection des plus beaux problèmes d’échecs 

(1846) as by “Anonyme”, but Korschelt’s corrective notes (originally published in Deutsche Schachblätter,    

and to be found at the front of the 1979 Olms reprint of Alexandre) give it as by J. Brown, Temple (as opposed 

to J. B. of Bridport, whom we met as the composer of 1) in Volume II of the Chess Player’s Chronicle, 1841.     

White cannot sacrifice his bishop on a light square, so the approach we used in 30 will no longer work and 

something quite different is required:  1 Ke5 Kg8 2 Qd8+ Kf7 3 h5 gxh5 4 Qf8+ Kg6 5 Qf4 h5 6 Qf5+ Kh5   

7 g6+ (ah!) Kxh6 8 Bd2+ Kg7 9 Qf7+ Kh8 10 g7. 
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 32 33 

 wdwdkdwd wdwdkdwd 
 dwdwdwdR dwdwdwdR 
 wdwdwdwd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dKdwdwdw 
 wdwHwdwd wHwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw 
 w)wdwdwd wHwdwdwd 
 dwdwIwdw dwdwdwdw 

 Mate in 19 with the pawn, Mate in 13 with the rook, 

 without moving the White king or rook without moving it 

 

32 may well be even older than 30.  Korschelt’s corrective notes to Alexandre give its source as Silenus’s book 

of 1616, but it appeared there with a pair of idle pawns on h4/h5, and their presence is most easily explained by 

assuming that this was originally a problem in medieval chess with its win by “bare king”.  Be that as it may,   

the simplest solution is 1 Nc6 Kf8 2 Ne7 Ke8 3 Ng6 Kd8 4 Nf8 Ke8 (4...Kc8 5 Ne6 shortens things) 5 Nd7 

Kd8 6 Nf6 Kc8 7 Ne8 Kd8 8 Nc7 Kc8 9 Ne6 Kb8 10 Nc5 Kc8 (or 10...Ka8 11 Ne4 Kb8 12 Nd6) 11 Nb7 Kb8 

12 Nd6 Ka8 13 Nc8 Kb8 14 Na7 Ka8 15 b4 Kb8 16 b5 Ka8 17 b6 Kb8 18 Nc6+ Ka8/Kc8 19 b7 .   

 

33 is an attractive development of 32.  Alexandre attributes it to “W. Bone”, but Korschelt says “Quelle 

unbekannt”.  Play 1 Nc6 and as before up to 9 Ne6 Kb8, then 10 Nc4 K~ 11 Nb6+ Kb8 12 Nc7 K~ 13 Na6. 

 

  34 

  Ndwdwdwd 
  dpdB0pdw 
  w)wiwdwd 
  dK0Pdwdw 
  wdwdRdNd 
  Gwdwdwdw 
  wdwdwdwd 
  dwdwdwdw 

  Shortest mate? 

 

My last three examples feature a start by a provably possible en passant capture, a task which first received 

attention during this period.  34 appeared on the front cover of Schachzeitung in February 1858.  On the face of 

it, White has nothing better than 1 Bc8 with mate at move 4, but if this position arose in play Black’s last move 

could only have been with the c-pawn from c7, so White can take it en passant and the mate will be at move 3   

(1 dxc6+ Kd5 2 Nf2 etc).  According to Retrograde analysis by T. R. Dawson and W. Hunsdorfer, there had 

been an attempt to set this task in 1852, but it was sadly defective and 34 was the first successful setting.            

34 appeared anonymously, but in an article “Some pioneer retro-analysis problems” which I wrote for issue 9 of 

Vlastimil Fiala’s Quarterly for Chess History I speculated that it might have been the work of Max Lange, Adolf 

Anderssen, or both, on the grounds that (a) when a position appears anonymously on the front cover of a 

magazine, it is reasonable to suspect editorial authorship, and (b) the editors of Schachzeitung in 1858 were 

Anderssen and Lange, both of whom were problem composers.  Hanspeter Suwe subsequently put it to me that it 

was in fact the work of Lange alone, on the grounds that (a) he knew of no problem by Anderssen after his 

second problem booklet of 1852, (b) in February 1858, when the problem appeared, Lange took on the job of 

chief editor of Schachzeitung, Anderssen being only a from-time-to-time contributor, and (c) the problem 

reappeared on the title page of the March 1858 issue, reflected and cosmetically modified, and in the body of the 

magazine was a reply to a correspondent which suggested very clearly that Lange was involved in the conception 

and presentation of the problem.  On this evidence, he considered that Lange composed 34 himself, and used it 

to introduce himself to the magazine’s readers.  These arguments struck me as cogent, and in issue 10 of the 

Quarterly for Chess History, and I think also in The Problemist, I reported them and associated myself with 

them.  So, in Hanspeter’s opinion and now also in mine, Max Lange was the first composer successfully to set a 

problem in which the solution started with a provably possible en passant capture. 
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 35 36 

 rdwdkdwd wdwdwdw$ 
 dwdwdpdw dwdwdwdp 
 wdw)w)wd wdwdw)wi 
 dPdP0Kdw dwdw)K0P 
 wdwdwdwd wdwdwdwd 
 dwdwdwdw dwdwdwdw 
 wdwdwdwd wdwdwdwd 
 dBdwdwdQ dwdwdwdw 

 Mate in 3, one way or another Mate in 2 

 

35, by A. Oeffner (Brentano’s Chess Magazine, April 1882) was another pioneer.  What was Black’s last move?  

If it was with the e-pawn, this pawn must have come from e7, and 1 dxe6 forces mate in three;  if it wasn’t,        

it must have been with the king or rook, so Black has lost his right to castle and 1 Kxe5 forces mate in three.    

We cannot say which we should play without additional information, but one or the other must be possible.  

There had been a partial predecessor in which the solver was told that Black could still castle and so could 

deduce that White must be able to capture en passant (A. Schostack, La Stratégie, March 1874), but Oeffner 

appears to have been the first to provide a solution for each case. 

 

Both these pioneers were to be eclipsed in the course of time.  The classic setting of the “provably possible       

en passant capture” is F. Amelung’s 36 (Düna Zeitung, 1897, quoted by Dawson and Hunsdorfer and in many 

other sources).  The classic setting of “either White can capture en passant or Black cannot castle” came after 

our period, but we ought to give it a passing mention:  W. Langstaff, Chess Amateur, 1922, White Kf5, Rd5, 

Bf6, Ph6/h5 (5), Black Ke8, Rh8, Pg5 (3), mate in two by 1 hxg6 if Black has just moved his pawn (1...0-0 2 h7) 

and by 1 Ke6 if he hasn’t. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The writing of this, and the preparation of some other material for posting on the web, has rekindled my interest 

in problems.  For the past ten years or so, I have been concentrating on endgame studies, and my enthusiasm for 

the relatively shallow complexity of the problem has ebbed very low;  I am not impressed when I find that 

composers have used a full or nearly full set of White officers to realise a trite key with two or three banal 

variations, and have apparently expected me to take an interest in some equally trite and banal moves whose 

insufficiency should have been obvious.  It has been like a breath of fresh air to return to the days when the chess 

problem was new, and lovely things such as those portrayed here were still waiting to be discovered. 

 

Of course, we see the past through rose-tinted spectacles.  The gems were accompanied by a great deal of 

mediocre work, limited in content and clumsy in setting.  Even the best composers touch their personal peaks 

only occasionally, and anybody browsing through nineteenth-century collections soon learns that while anything 

by X is likely to be worth a closer look, anything by Y or Z should be passed over fairly quickly.  However, even 

the less expert composers usually had their hearts in the right place, and every now and then one of them 

discovered something really good;  it is always so during the golden age when a new field has just been opened. 
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